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Hestandard Model of ParticlePhysics

whoamIre
Standard Model (SM)?

All known particles and their interactions

Unpack the name:

· "Standard": It is so extraordinary, no

name could do itjustice - use a dull word

· "Model": SM is an Effective Field theory
· "Particle Physics": Quantum mechanics

(states live in Hilbert space a symmetries are unitary

transformations) +special relativity
(locality& E=mc2) => Unique framework

Quantum Field theory -> Microscopic

description in terms of"fundamental

particles"described by states in Foch

space (Hilbertspace w/anynumber of particles)



Purpose of quantum fields (x) is to
make localitymanifest.
· Central tension ofQFT .

States transform in infinite dimensional unitary
representation of Poincaregroup; fields
transform in finite dimensional representation.

Ex: Vector field AM(x) (four degrees offreedom)

for theories ofphotons (p, h:t) (two dofs)
-

eBuildingene
· Specifyglobal symmetry group (t Poincare)
· Specifyparticle/field content(withrestrides)
· Write all allowed terms in the Lagrangian 2
up

to mass dimension 4.

· Introduce gauge bosons ("gauge global sym")
byadding gange

boson kinetic term

2 - FurFer and promote (utDutGu-ieta



MmsionalanalysinQFT ↳
"Natural units"

Wantto describe processes with

1) small numbers ofparticles (quanta) -> t

2) moving very fast -> C
=>System ofunits with t=1 and c = 1

[t]:Energy- time => t = 1 =>Energy n'/time

[C] =length/time => C=1 =length- time

=>Energy e length (Typicallyuse GeVermprato)
High energy () Shortdistance
"LHC is world's largestmicroscope"

Apply to QFT: E =SOG exp(i,[/4)
=>[,7 =1. =Sd"x2 =[27 =4

2y (ng) =[97 =1

24>:444 =[47: 42

21 -4(2wAr-(vAr) = [An] = (

=>Ix ag3 +x44 +x95 =[a] =1,[i] =0,
[K] = -1



Implications: Scattering cross section (
o - Ee[lE)", x,((E)8,...]

=>a3 importantatlow energy, relevant

94 importantat all energy marginal

95important at high energy: irrelevant

General lesson: onlysensitive to relevant

and marginal interactions at low energies.
These are the "renormalizable"theories.

Including irrelevantinteractions ->EFTs.

fermioncouplings
Dirac fermion Ican be decomposed into a

pair ofWeyl fermions 4 and 41:

4 =(4) of RF =(82), n=(i)

and y =

=(* FUs)
the Electroweah gauge

bosons WH-and Z "

couple to 42 and 4 differently.



RunningcouplingssionalTransmutation -
One should interpret coupling "constants"

as scale dependent, where the running is determined

bythe renormalization group:h =(g)

pass" case
e of

strong coupling
e

In bothcases, a new dimensionful scale emerges.

-

Spotmous symmetryBrecking
Note 23 +M2IH) - NIH)4

->U- -u2/H12 +x/H14

-V(H)
E

# Himaginary
↳

Hreak



mers,non-linear realization ofGB ↳

Specialize to complex scalar field theory v/U11)
=S01) symmetry

2 =1291 +ng) - /q/4
has global sym: gteing when (97=0

Minimize V(9) =19.1=
=>to familyof equivalentvacura v) (Mol9(ro)

=e
Pick one w/W real and positive: =E I Note ~.svr)convention

·Linear realization:expand G =2 +(9 +i9)

=>v =m2g +9r(9n +9E) +i(9 +9)2
=>Massless GI = UII) broben tonothing -> 1 Goldstone boson,

=>Massive Gr/MypZu
· Non-linear realization: expand G =k(w +wx))exp(iπ(x)/F)
=>2 =i(2a)+(v +fax)(2) - )-5 +ma +xa+,yxr)

Setting FIU =>canonical norm for H.

Related to linew version vic field redef. Now identify

My =0 =>Goldstone & Mo-Z is radial mode

Note: seeming paradoxwith9191-919: I See HW.



Non-linear realization makes manifestthatM-F+ FOis syn.I

This is a "shiftsymmetry". All Goldstones have shiftsyn.

This is another signature ofspontaneous sym breaking.
-

Higgs mechanism (Abelian (i.e. 4(1))
Next, gange the UII) symmetry:

I=-4E +(694-xeArg)(2ng+ieAq) +ny - 1914
minimize V(9) = (q)1 = =E

=>f(x)
=(x))exp(isyw) (setF=vl

=>2= -+(4-i +- ieA]+i)
- +wor+ kna+,xa")

Terms involving onlyAnd I1=-4E+er=> m1=er

Note:MoFZu and mp=0. O is the "Higgs boson"

Simplifythings by taking Mort & r/W fixed -or decouples
from low

energyphysics

z =

-E +Im/Ar+(π)



Performing gauge transform ↳

An(x) ->Au(x) +eGndSX) and H(x) -4(x) - va

So can pick gauge where M(x) =0 "unitarygange"

More generally, recall thatin Lorentz
gange

(3=0)

neic(gr-
Ifwe treatIC-IMIA as vertex war:imgen

The i propagator as----. (massless Goldstone)

and cross-terme-p
=imA(-ipa)

Then um =

m+e+r---e+...

(gery,wemet.
Sun all MAdep drags

* pmtia (S-
is massive prop in Lorentz

gange.

This is how
gauge

boson eats Goldstone to become massive.

Connection tosuperconductivity!



Lagrangian I

Gange bosons:

By Shypercharge), Wi (weak), 6* (gluous)
u(II SUS2),, a =1,2,3 SU(3)c,a =1, . . .,8

23-4 BarBMr-I trWaWar - trGrGar

Higgs boson?
H a(a =1,2) S4(2) doublet withhypercharge I,'/2

23 1(G-igWnt-ig'InBu) H12 +n HTH-x (HTH)-
Fermions? SU13SU12w

I note sign

a =(ai)t(,2Y
ur (5, (2/3), dit (5, 1-y)

=(e) =(1,2-y),ext(),(-1)
-
*No

2TWD 4 +iWInDm4) I right handed

Dr=G-ig'IBr-igWE-igsmaste
depending on the representation/charge



and the "Inhava couplings" L

2-yuQcHUR - ysQuHdR- ye hitten

(H) x =Ec(H*)P <op:(_9-)
Reallythere are 3 families, so the

Anhawa couplings are matrices.

Note [g3=[g7=[gs]:[ynx,e3 =[b] =0

while [M2]=2
=>SM onlyhas one dimensionful scale!

Butthis scale appears in frontof IH

=>No symmetrythatis compatible with

The Standard Model fields can forbid

this term

=>Expectitto recieve contributions from

all heavyscales. This is the hierarchye
rblem,



#

wech Theory H
Startwithjust SUCI) gauge

bosons

Algebra [t, [b] =iqabc =

w/a =1,2,3 1 513=1, 53 = -1,...

Generators in fundamental (doublet) rep,

62 =O-a =w/a =(,0), C S a=(0-1)
3 generators -> 3 gauge

fields WI:Wes

Wi-in
2ExplicitlyWn=5 (withwi Wi
e C

S4(2) gange transformation (G
=explixa(x) 52)

=>W+Wur"+iGust
Take a ===0 isolates U(I) subgroup of SU(2)

I will be partofUCIEM)
For L3=infinitesimal constant

ix35
W

- ixt3
= Wn+ic[5, Wn]=>Wnte ~2

-Watia (ticker)



So W' :W=EWtransforms under this u(I) (
withcharge II while WI is neutral

Expected since UIII generator to does not

commute with other generators.

> I
we w Wi

-" x7
Wit

Wi Wh w
+

W
-

Now let's couple these gange
bosons to matter

Introduce Dirac fermion in fundamental rep

of SUC), a "doublet":

I =(Y)) wll -> ent*4

Lagrangian col global SU(z) symmetry:
2 =EiNI - mIY

=4, iN4, - m4,4, +42,442 - m4243
Note M,

=

my
=m required byS4(2)

Introduce
gauge

boson interactions but Dr
w/ Dr=Gu-ig Wa



↳
=>Lin =gE=4Wi

=g(z),
=

v4=W

-> sam -ig(= =ur
EXI & non-Abelian "charge"

Rewrite in terms of WH-t W

Note tz(Y) =(*)

=>2in =4,N4, -24, N342

+24,5
+

42+F- 4,

W3 W3

E
=>X=g = -ge
4, 4

I

42 42

These playa role in UAEinteractions.



- sum -E
⑭

-see
42 4, 4, 4z

These are "charged current"interactions.
-

Higgsmechanismthe model to understate
~weak

~
Hypercharge

the full SUS2),XUCKY ->UIKen Structure

Focus on bosonic sector: b Wi gauge

bosons, one Bu gauge boson, an SU(z) doublet

withI = Higgs field H=(1,2).
Assume Higgs potential takes wine bottle shape

v =x(In -) === to

Choose to expand theoryaround vacuum

(1) =(r(r)



Note that the UCICSUK) acts non-trivally$
On (H) C eigenvalue of t( - x =i

- i))
However, the combination Q =44Hipeharge

(k +G(H) = ·x)(ix) =0

=>Identifyawith electric charge such that

vacuum is neutral this corresponds to

the unbroken UCIEM

Also, note I =0 for WM, so we have

Q(w) = =1 and Q (W3) =0

the UIKEm gange
transformation is

Ma =exp(ix 3 +3 +ix/z4) =exp(ixa)

=>We- We"+Guda and BetButhaxa
therefore, the combination

Zu =c(Wr"-B) does not transform under Gla
I
some constant

=>Enz is allowed -> massive neutral
gauge

boson



the orthogonal linear combination transforms ↳

non-trivially ->mustbe massless.

We can verifythis bybrute force (in unitary

gange St. Goldstone bosons are eaten)

H(x) =(x) h(x) is real scalar
field, the "Higgs boson"

The covariantderivative in unitarygauge is

DuH=baH-:(Wr+ Br)H=(En ( -i()
=>In/PuH=> Mass for WH and Z. E
Note thatthese expressions are valid for

e) Ie Tr [WarWar] -IgoeBurBr
To determine Wrzmass, need to work with

canonical normalization -

rescale WAgW and B- gB
=>z =c(gW-g") and 22 -

4((Wir) +(Bur)]



Normalize Iso thatitis a rotation in #

W3, B space so thatitpreserves the normalization

=>z =cosOrWY-sinOwB-giz(gWY -g'B)
=>cosOw=Cr=gin and Sindr=Sw=
Or is "weak mixing angle"(or Weinberg angle)
the orthogonal combination is the photon:

An =wBu+SwW



We can also relate the UIIacoupling ↳
to gtg" since w/ canonical norm, we have

AutAu+! bax under alDogange trans.

and for UIIw and UIDI we have

W -WI+gGrt But Buttebat
=>An=CwB +swW - Ant(5 +()Gs
=>I gm (+g) - gt
=>e =gie
Now we can compute the masses and interactions

for the bosonic electroweah sector:

wit
INate DrH=(i) -ingz)

=>Higgs kinetic terms -

1DH1 =I(22)" +([2g2/WI+ (g2 +g12) E)
=>mr

=gw = mz =rgr =12v=



Note, the combination ↳
= is free-level
This is an importantprecision observable for

testing the SM (sensitive to loop effects and

BSM physics).
the Higgs kinetic term also gives us interactions,

h

!
e -Igry-Ziya

wer wV

h

!
m

=I(g2 +g2)vya =2ya
z zu

↳h

win=ige(newe wr



The Higgs potential gives ↳
unitary

U(H) (2xn2)h2 +xwh+ th"

=>Mn='v =ku

and we have Higgs self interactions

!
...--dixn--bit

We also have
gange

boson self interactions:

All gange self interactions come from SUC2)

structure -> We can use the calculations for

pare SUCz), with the replacement
WY =2wE +SwA (also B = (wA-swE)
where A is the photon. -

23
- Z

It vers
E--Not we

e

--iger[(k+-bbYar+ (n - - kzn4up +(kz -k,)ry)



Also, we have: 23 kaFir -
Not we -

e

=-igsw[...]

Similarly, the pure
WHreotices are unchanged

the vertices involving It Aare
We W3 zz

A A
A Z

e -> Is bar. E
si M I x/fz

egt egso egsew

Parameters ofbosonic sector of SM
-

We see that we have 4 parameters:

919,m,x

Historically, whatwas actuallymeasured firstwere

· e from electromagnifism/GED
·(really GF) from weak decays (a decay)
· Sw from -e scattering and Z-pole

· X Higgs mass



-for
bosonic sector E

Mr =ygr =

(wMI

Be a gen
e=giz =

gSw
=gcw

Measured values:

Mo= 80GeU, mz=916eU, mn=1256eV

v =246 SeU, S 0.23, g=0.65,

9
= 0.35, 1 =0.13, m

=88beV

andheptons
Now we need to introduce the spin

matter fields. There are two types,
the quarks (charged under 5413)) and

the leptons (neutral under SUCIS)
There are three copies of each, which

are called the "families"



In more detail, a familyof leptons--

consists of 3 Wey/ spinors. We will use

Dirac notation, 442 with the property
254 = -42, U5 4n =

+4R

the 3 fields are 12, V2, his

Itis possible thatVR also exists, but

we do not know for sure so we do

not typicallyinclude itin the SM.

In other words, neutrinos are massless in

the SM. Notice we treatleftand rightdifferently.

We combine the lefthanded fields into

the "lepton doublet"(,(Y)
which transforms in the fundamental rep

of SUK). We want in to be the election,

so we should choose its hypercharge so that

Q (r)=-1. Using Q =++Y and T =I

for Is we need I(k) = -1



This impliesQ(v) == = ==
0 50 -Y

the neutrinesare neutral.

We also need his to have Q(IR)=-1.

Since itis an SUK) singlet, we have

Ts (12) =0 =[(Mn)=-1

=>4 =(e) t,x + (64-1
Sucz) *uc1,

When we write Dirac spinous, l=k+lR/
we also write v =V.+VR. ButVR does not

couple to anything so itplays no physical
vole.

markmily ofquarks is made upto

Q =() Zyt ueE1, dREH-
(neglecting 54(3))



Families ↳
the families have identical interaction structure.

Only differenceis the masses and mixing

effects (we will discuss this later when we

introduce the CRM Matrix).

the 3 families are:

I I #
-

v(0) V=(0)

leptons de Cineus er (106 MeU)
I (1.8 Sev

u (2.4 MeV) S (1.3 Gev) t (1729ev)
quarks d (4.8MeU) (104 MeV) b (4.23er)

Let's work outtheir couplings to the WY, Z, As

Writing Wa=i(weS
Then for a generic double.Do we have

Dr Di =(24-igW-ig'I(D) BA) Du
For a generic singlet 'n we have

Du Sr =(2u- ig'Y(r) Br) S'



This gives "charged current"interactions (
for Dr:( S
2gTaVWrt4a2 +94a VW4u

Ifwe wantto express
this

using4:4+4

we use 44m:5 4

=>I = 4uU(1-25) Wet4d

-Ta(1-25)Wi 4u

=> Sw
+4 =1-25)

4d Yu

l or d v or u Note the

universality
-w of theS couplings.
+4 =1-25)
44a



We can write this in terms ofa 1
"Charged current"

I

Jut=iblets Ya Un(1-25)4u

t other=IV(1-25) r +dV(1-25) a families

and Ju
=(Jut)

+

=>I E Wnt5 +Witr
"Neutral currents" (ENA) follow from the

same logic.

2. E Ye,(r(g+3(e)Werg'[Bu) 4e,
l =4,d

Then using Q :+ 3
+Y

=>2Ye, W-[(gw- g1B) + (r) +g'Q(n]4

Plug in W3 =cr7 +SeA+ B =cwA-swZ

=>2DeGJe)4eWAn4e = 2GED



For the E, we have ↳8
2D. WZm[TeY-sQ(r)] 4e,

For righthanded fields, we have

Is=g'Bu 4(4n) 4a24a

=eQ(4) InWAn4 -SaQ(Y) FRUY
=>Again we get GED.

We can writethe coupling to the Ein

terms of a neutral current

JensUr(gr(i)-51(i)U5)4:
where I = I Entom and we have

defined "vector"and "arial"couplings

qr(i)
== [ +4(i) - 25 G(i)]

91(i) =[ +xi)]

where is denotes the the quantum number

for the lefthanded component of

the Dirac field.



Feynman rules? ↳
SA

-ie QU

*
57
A

=i5vr() - 1 +4s)- 25]
el

E
x7

-ivr(1-2s)

#similar rules for the quarks.

-Massesand Mixings
There is one more setof terms we can write

in the Lagrangian withD-4, the "Yahawa

couplings": 22 yHQu+ycHGd+ yetLe
Let's understand their structure and

implications in detail.

Note: SUC3), forbids any
Yuhawa coupling between

quarks and leptons.



↳eptonMahars(23xU(IYinvarian te ↳
Recall 62tZ-Y , &REA, HEZy

Lorentz invariance for Spinors requires (E

Note 4(Le) = 12 => Must contractw/ H8

(H*)* [2, x
=H*eL

=>IC-yeeH*-ye*, Her
Plugging in the Higgs ver in unitarygange, we have

If (2) =(i)
=>I -E(v+n)tals - (w+h). la

vir-wil
replace , or la to make

ye
real

=>Charged lepton has a Dirac mass me:He
and there is a new Feynman vertexe

ih
x=-it = -i. *the neutrino

stays massless.
el



From the masses of the leptons, we can determine -
Ye

=E =(3 x10, 6x104, 102)
-

C

er C

=>Couplings between Higgs boson and leptons

is tinyand typicallycan be ignored.

Inkwas
up-type Mahamas, we will edin

His =2x(H4) =(9-d)(4)
this is a doublet of54(2) w/ Hypercharge

- 2

Ittransforms like a doubletbecause "lowers"
SU12) indices. We can check explicitly.

-
i4=94at

Using02[**= -5" = e o =e

=>H =iN*;a e-ice*=eihton
Then the quark Yukawas are

22 - ycz.H dr +h.c.(y =-5 +
- 5 =0)

- yuQH4pth.c.(I =- 5 - i +z =0)



In Unitaryganze, H
=

() => sppehe
quarks

=>I -rdd-this- Iran-han
mys:w !

X
=-i = -i

4, d u, d

Yukawas are small except for the top quark:

me = 173GeV =yt = 1

This is the largestcoupling in the SM

(above the QCD confinement scale)

-offamilystructure
this was correctfor a familymodel.

Butthe SM has 3 families -can have

mixing between the differentfamilies.

The pointis thatwe are allowed to do

field redefinitions withoutchanging any
ofthe physical observables.



In this case, the field redefinitions are ↳
rotations

among the families and rephasing of

the fields. We will see thatwe can remove

many
ofthese mixing parameters using such

field redefinitions.

-milesof leptons

Firstwe will show that the mixing parameters
have no physical impactin the lepton sector

(as long as the neutrinos are massless).

Take the mostgeneral lepton Yahawa matrix:

I
2 - (Y):"Herj-(t)";it.L, i
wi =1,2,3

It seems we now have a complex parameters

tospecify. We will now show that we can absorb

all butI real parameters into field redefs.

Note thatthe kinetic term and gauge interactions

are diagonal:



2ti iLitsen":Ders
↳Y

=>there is a 4(3)2=U(3)e global symmetrygroup

↳, it(V):"Luj Lt(3,1)

"- (it)"; [,i [2 (5,1)

en,it (Ve): e; ent(1,3)

en"-(Vet)"; En eRt(1,5)

where UTV=I (the U's are unitary)

Performing this transformation does not change
the kinetic and gauge

terms. It will

Change the Yubawa terms. We can always write
I

Ye=UckeUr n u
2, d

U
↳, c -1

by doing a Singular Value Decomposition.
~I

Ye =(IO C is diagonal and
Is

has positive eigenvalues



=>We can write (supressing all the indices) (5-

2 - Ic H4 Ye UeEp th.c.

then we can perform a 4(3), xU(s)e

transformation Ve =Uc,

=>22 - EH Ye en+h.c.
This has profound implications. It tells us that

the mostgeneral I with operators d14

does not allow lepton flavor transitions.

there is an exactU(I) symmetry left over

after rotating tothe diagonal basis:

x =(Y) -e()
Ent ener =>UIke "lepton

number"

there is one for each family-3 conserved

charges "electron number","moon number" and "fannumber"

These are "accidental symmetries"ofthe SM.

They can be violated by day operators.



So processes like n = eV, u +eee, ...
forbidden in the SM.

-
wmasses and mixings
Now we have

2.Quit nn" iDurst an in danj =1

w/ flavor group U(3)a +4(3)u =4(3) d

=>Can remove 3 unitarymatrices worthof

parameters in the Yukawa couplings.

the new feature is we would need 4

independentunitary matrices to diagonalize
bothYahawa couplings in general,i.e.
u, and do are linked.

Let us tryto do the same trick:

Yu =UzinI kn; I =UaPU, a
SetVo= Uyn, Va =Unn, Va=UR,d

=>2-.H' Inur-n VUndIs r+h.c.



So we have the 6 real parameters
Yu =ding (In, I., It)

↑a =diag(Id, Is, Ia)
and a unitary matrixworthof parameters

Van =V. Uc, =kily,
"Cabibbo - Kobayashi-Maskawa"matrix

=>There is no exactnotion ofquark flavor in the

S'M. So the 3 would be HII" global symmetry
is broken down to a single UIII,"Baryon number".

The CGM matrixhas another important impact:
itcan break (P symmetry. To see this, we

need to understand the CP structure ofthe

Yuhawa couplings. We know:

43804,HEH, HEHC

=>4,H)E5424,H()42(s
Under 4: I - iropt; H- H*



↳=>

4,H()424,4H*(:522949424
[liV=1]

=- 4, **(()4

anti-an+ 42H*/ 25) 4,

(4,2542)= - 4,U54,]=(Y,H(42)
=>Ynhawa operator ortransforms to its

Conjugate under CP.

=>2 =

40+4) oraI

= 2Y iff I =I*

So complexinhawa couplings break CP.

In our basis above, we diagonalized the

up-type Imbawas using SUD. So the

up-type sector preserves (P.

the down-type sector depends on Vaum.

Since IIis real, the down-type sector preserves
CP if Va=Vcun,



Since Vcum is unitary, itin principle ↳3
has manycomplex entries. Butwe

did not

exhaust our field redefinition freedom yet,i.e,

some of the Ucum parameters are unphysical.
Our Lagrangian is invariantunder 34(1)

phase rotations in the up-sector (just like for

The Leptons):

⑦!+e?; unten j=1,2,3
We can also rephase all the dr's:

dpt eii d w/j =1,2,3
the down-type Yahawas break all 6 ofthese

U(I) global symmetries down to UII Baryon

number: j
=

Bj=4B
=There are 5

phase rotations we can do to remove phases in

Vckm:
-

23-QuH.(VamoYaP) Er+h.a.,sgnd
-

commute

-> - H.(eigtal Vanne"" (5)IP) dr +h.c.



So we can redefine ↳
Vann-> eidias

(5)
Vcum e

"diag(B)

taking i=B;hi has no impact, so this is

how we remove 5phases.

Letus countparameters.
We know thatan NAN unitarymatrixhas

NY real parameters. OfRese,
N(N -1)/z are angles and

N(N+1)/2 are phases.

· Assume N=1 generations -> I phase

Can absorb this phase w/ chiral phase rotation

x = -B (confirms what we alreadyknew for

N=1 model). 2 =Brotation does nothing.

· Assume N =
2 generations ->I anglet 3 phases.

Now we have 2x's and IB's thatcan

absorb phases, but X, =2z =B,
=

Pz=baryon #

has no impact ->remove 3 phases ->no P

and one angle.



this is the "Cabibbo Angle" (
=>VaaY=(Cost, since I-sin, CosOc

w/ sinOc = 0.23

· Assume N = 3 generations - 3 angles and 6 phases

can use 5of 6 phases T w to remove

3 phases. -> Vaan specified by bangles

and IC phase.
Now that we know the physical contentofthe

ChM matrix, we can study how it enters the

Feynman rules. There are two basis choices

thatare typicallydiscussed. The first is

The "gange eigenstate"basis, where the

couplings to the W boson are diagonal
in flavor space, the up-type quark
masses are diagonal, but the down-type
Yukawas take the form (in Unitary gange):



23-H: Venn Ia" ↳
R +h.c.

= - 5 Vcu?Is this.

=>non-diagonal mass matrix, so mixing

effects mustbe included in propagators.

the other basis is the "mass eigenstate"basis,
where we diagonalize the down-type Mukawa

couplings. (ayesvone(s)
=>2 (nm), Wet"Vedrig

E(V); "Widewenn, i

All other interactions are flavor diagonal.

- ↳
WH

*
= is (un);V(1-25)

diU;
+ conjugate diagram



The ChM matrixis often written as ⑬
Und Uns Vab

Ven Is is n C
so that SW e Vas

xX
S u

there is a common phenomenological
parametrization due to Wolfenstein:

I - iYdA((p-iy)
Veum - I- 1 -Al S +0((i)

A4(1 - p-iz) -As

w/ X = sinOc 0.23

A = 0.8, R=0.14, y
=0.35

=>1572 transitions most likely, 2773 somewhatlikely,
1 - 3 transitions leastlikely



Since P requires b-families, we can 14
putthe phase in 1-3 entry ->tinyeffect.

It is often a good approx to take

0Vaum*(Uabibbo I



-

to Effective Field theory (EFT) 5
TASI

We are familiar withthe idea that1903.03622

one does not need to know the detailed

microscopic properties of a system to

accurately model it.

e.g. Friction, thermodynamics, an

QM e.g. Hydrogen: treatproton as point like

is good approx since r= 10cm
while ip wyo-1 cm

- 6

ratio ofscales ~P/ - 10
EFTmakes these types ofapproximations systemats

We will use toyscalar theoryto illustrate
how to generate sys expansion EIM

E:low energy of experiments +M:heavymass scale

Emanology
relevantcouplings: positive Mass dim(m292)

marginal couplings; zero mass dim (144)

eventcomplingsanegative
mass din (i

Effective theory: IR



Two real scalar fields Gry w/My< my ↳
Want effective description for ExMy

Impose a Z2 symmetry G + -4.44 - +2

2 =2(29) - Mg2+(2) -my - V

wI V =4 94 +892y++*,qy2+"
Pathintegral to compute & correlation functions:

z(57:35q8yexp/iS9,13 +959]
Note onlyinclude source for 4, since
we do not have

energy
toproduce I

Path integral for EFT

Zeff (5) =(&qexp[i,Sex(9] +959]
withexpli,, [97]=GDye"

9,27

This could be useful If Seff is "local"

i.e., Lee is polynomial in fields and derivaties
of fields

Call procedure for deriving.Self "integrating out"
the heavyfield 2.



Let's compute a few Iterms -
!--

=>iSe,9]:i ++ t...
Focus on 4-point 8 -

"-=is t)
--ix-igstupamp]

Assume Examy: arptis"-t...
=>-i=x +5 +5(s +t +1)+...

=>I = - (x- )9"-9g2+...
Whatare we doing?Shrinkingheavy

line topoint

-_
i

=>local! etc.



Wecounting ↳

Integrating out y generates an to itof forms

Can we organize
them?

Assume, Fundamental params

g,g'WMy= t x,x,"-0(1)

=>Zeftmy sum
only even

powers
due to

Symmetries

eg at0 (12): 96 ,224,2492
Truncating to0(1/2) => computing amplitudes

to accuracyE4Za

=>ower counting determines accuracyofcalculation

Integrate outfield using equations ofmotion

"Semiclassical expansion": evaluate action on a

solution to EOM

Sexf [9] = ,S[9,4] +0(k)

~In In =4x
=

O

By +my +192 +y2 +4g2+1 =O



Solve itteratively:Y?!"I9O) ↳
=>y=gr-Dayise01)

(1)
into FOM=>to

go
to 0(me) sub 4

keeping terms up to 0(1/1)

=>Y.=n9 it 9+(4)940(s)
Sub into Lav

=>Lex ==(9)- 1992 - 4!(x - )94
- s(92 -9
-(97((y7 +011/m4)

which agrees w/ previous diagramatic approach
upon integration byparts of 1942 term.



ifyingI eff ↳

Two strudigies:
(1) integration by parts
(2) field redefinitions

Ex Classify all possible termsofthe form high

Using GnG=rg-InG rewrite operator

so each devinative acts on single field.

->Mostgeneral operator is linear combo of

q*BG and qr-22592n9

then qu-22929 =it,Lign-ag
=- tq4+I

=>Onlysingle independentoperator for each n.

Ex: Field redefinitions (aha "using the equations
of motion")

Let9 - G +f(9) and expand in powers offly):

2 =(x) - V -(29)- v - f(y)(1g +vi) +0(+)
e

EOM



Ex: Let's simplifyour previous examples

9 -q +93
=>Lex -Zex +9D4+19+93] +0(-)

a(1 O(r)
Taking c

=I =

2efft 1492 - Enggr-))9"
+(-sox9+ol

We have eliminated the 2294 term!
=>

Iagrect,editiesold farms
up to0(E412)

This justifies using the classical EOMs

to rewritethe 1 into a more convenientform.



inversality (
DifferentUU theories can yield same In theory,

Call This "universality".
Ex: Let'sadd N heavy fields yi
oI Same Z Sym g--y and 4:ty;

2:2in -V

v =4q"+4:itngyizitabilite
Power counting: vMy: giug: Ma

x ;Jijze-O(1)

Claim: Left =19) - mag-*gY-9
+O("n)

w/ieff + Soeff- I

and we used int byparts For to elliminate
69"term

Using EOMs; Rui=-92 +0()
-

=>Ayexy =b -E +0(1m) (what inpig"



onUp EFT B

Leading terms in Leftconsist of all
relevant and marginal interactions thatare

compatible w/ symmetries that are inherited

from fundamental theory.
Impactof higher dimension operators are
supressed by powers of EIA
Ex. Standard Model

Left- (LH)-> mr=I[H =v

=>"explain"small neutrino masses.

Ex: Baryon Lepton number are accidental

symmetries ->proton decay via
higher dimension operator

Enterpreting irrelevantinteractthe
Assume more fundamental theory of scale 1
and O(1 couplings
then "



From our example, we had (

x6 =9($60x)-wit

So rule of thumb holds for gug'nyw
and I'm

Butcould have taken couplings small
=>ismy

Could we have taken couplings large?
=>breakdown of part theory
Can formalize as violatingpartial wave unitarity
to find 100XyK
=>If we observe higher dim op

->upper bound on new physics scale



Bottom up marginal & relevantcouplings ↳
· marginal, dimensionless -> no info about

heavynew physics scale
Cloops will induce logarithmic sensitivity)

a relevant couplings:
Leff = -9

Naively if xyW-=>dim analysis ->MeE
/

=>EFT does not make sense

Must have is K.A. Can be enforced

bya symmetry (e.g.4--9) thatis

broken bysmall coupling (spurion).
We will revisitthis.

· Mass: Left - - IM992
Loops will shiftthis byth
=>Hierarchyproblem.
Can use symmetry to solve this problem;
SuSI or "shift symmetry"q -9 +C



Expanded perturbation theory:1)
Now we are doing dual expansion
1) loop (t) expansion
2) E/Mexpansion

Clearly distinguished attree, but

This becomes much more subtle atloop level,
-

FFTS and the SM:

- Exme: Euler-Heisenberg for photons

- ExAcD: Chiral 2 for light mesons
- ExMW: Fermitheory for quarks and leptons

- EC Anew physics. SMEFT (w)Anp v)

HEFT (w/ Arpru)

EFTs w/ kinematic restrictions

- HQET: Moa pxma
pzmu

- URQCD: maAD pma Er Imr

prE
- SCET: PK5 w/ P.

c

new



#

- Heisenberg -

Integrate outthe electron to generate

light-by-light scattering

~
in=*y
S" my

Full Theory

im =G EFT

IEFT =sFurFrr) +(FarErr)
x=

Env =supo For

Matching calculation ->c =

r c =5
90

Can be used to compute

Greur-*
/see Schwartz 33.4.2)



Eintheory ⑮

Now let's applythis to the SMat

energies Exmw. (Let us continue

to ignore the factthatQCD becomes

non-perturbative at Ev 16eV)
This will allow us to derive "FermiTeory"

from the top down.

Startwiththe Lagrangian
I =m/Wal +Zi +w stre

+I WiJT+ IZuJro
2

where "charged current" is

I
t

=EYoUn(1-25)4uv
doublets

t other=IV(1-25) r +dV(1-25) a families

and "neutral current"is

JensUr(gr(i)-51(i)U5)4:



This neglects the kinetic terms, since -9
we are only keeping the leading term

in the derivative expansion (2%)

Neglects WIEself interactions since this would

lead to more powers of 'mop. Neglects
Higgs interactions, since would either give
more powers of 'mus or would be

proportional to tinyYukawa couplings.
In this approximation, the EOMs for

the Wand Iare

mi WitzJr =0 Wit=-n rt
=>

I
M2 Zn

+

cr J =0 Ent=sI
Plugging these back into I

=>2565-zettato-toto
--5tog--Etoto (used commiti



We define the "Fermi constant" ⑳

=i [GF) = -2
Gr =1.2x10,gew

neutral
charged current
current interaction↳GED X interaction ↓

=>I [YiD4-55+.5--45588
Hous

w/TM=(5m+
*
= (52(1-85) e +52(1-8)
isies

50 =[ 4U(gr-S12574
sites

w/gr =[2+- 450], 91 =4 [2 T3]

We see that the weak interactions provide

a correction to QED byintroducing
irrelevant operators.

We can capture a lotofthe consequences
of electrowech physics using this approximation.



For example, we can compute the 1-

deasy rates offermions. For example, the

muon decay is determined by
Is - (evr(1-rsre][raVe(1-25)n]

Er- Nazerer)=

Note that this is why the weak interactions

are "weak". Itis not due to small coupling

since gug've in the SM. It is instead

due to suppression bymass of heavy particles!

We could have guessed this answer

using dimensional analysis;

2 - GF => MrGE

[P)=1 => assuminge,res Va massless,

onlyotherdimensionfal quantity is un

=>Me GEM



We also know 2-bodyput ↳
-

4A

3-bodyin sing- its
=>r-ISEMTis pretty close i
This explains why the muon lives for a long

time. We have Mr/me13x10-18
Naively expect M/me /0-2, so this is

a big supression.

EFto parametrize indirectBSM effectt

Write down all 5413(XS4K)xU(I) invariant

operators supressed by heavyscale A.

Adim 5, there is one unique choice:

Zains= I (H [Y(H)) ->2
=>Majorana neutrino mass.

At dim 6 There are 3045independent

operators. (Mustbe careful about redundancies)
1512.03433


